Central Sensitization
COMPLEX BIT

Central sensitization is predominantly described as alterations
in the central nervous system (CNS) in the processing of
afferent nociceptive signals leading to hypersensitivity. There
is increased responsiveness of nociceptive neurons to their
normal input and there can also be long term potentiation
(LTP) after repeated stimulation from the periphery. This is
often termed a barrage and can lead to long lasting changes in
nociceptor properties and increased sensitivity and excitability.
This generally occurs after an acute painful event although this
could also be a genetic trait.
Increased sensitivity is seen in allodynia, where previously non
painful stimulus are now sensed as painful, and hyperalagesia
where painful stimulus is now sensed as more painful.
Generally this would only last for a short while post pain,
however this can become maladaptive leading to a more
persistent state of sensitivity.
This can happen via a number of mechanism including a
decrease in the activation threshold of second order neurons
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(spinal cord), activation of previously silent synapses, increases
in receptive field of neurons and an increase in NMDA and
AMPA channels. There is also the release of nitrous oxide into
synaptic cleft by the second order neurons exciting first order
neurons which then release more glutamate and aspartate
(excitatory neurotransmitters)
The CNS plasticity in neuronal and synaptic function, rather
than being simply a passive relay, mean previously innocuous
stimulus can now be now perceived as noxious and potentially
lead to pain. Understanding this process is essential to a better
understanding of chronic and persistent pain states.
Whilst most of the literature does focuses on physiological
changes within the spinal cord there have also been shown to
be supraspinal sensory processing changes with increases in
brain activity in the anterior cingulate cortex, the insula and the
prefrontal cortex.

Central Sensitization
SIMPLE SIDE

Central sensitivity helps explain why people can respond
badly and ‘flair up’ after activity that someone in a ‘normal’
state would not have the same response to.
There are a bunch of physiological and biochemical
changes that take place within the spinal cord that facilitate
transmission of noxious stimulus and stimulus that was
previously not noxious but may now be perceived as such.
Someone’s history of type and intensity of aggravating
activities, sometimes seemingly innocuous, and an increased
time frame of their issues might give some clues to their
current state of sensitivity.
The dosage of exercise, the volume and intensity, should
be a really important factor if you suspect someone is
centrally sensitized.
Simple story
Hat tip to Louis Gifford, “Normal processing is like tapping a
letter on the computer keyboard and getting them come up
on the screen say three x’s…xxx
Abnormal processing is tapping the three x’s and getting 10
x’s all different sizes and colours and all over the page.
That’s just like central sensitivity; the input does not match the
output it can be blown out of proportion and very frustrating.
But we have to remember it tells us little about a problem with
your body, in fact it can BE the problem!”
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